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General Instructions 

Please read the following very carefully before attempting-the paper. Failure to do so could cost you 
dearly. 
1. Candidat~s must fill the Team Details in the space provided. before starting to attempt the paper. 
2. All answers must be written in the space provided at the end of this booklet which has to be 

suqmitted at the end of the examination. The Question paper can be taken back home. 
3. All answers must be clear and legible. tai·case of any ambiguity, the decision of the evaluator is final. 
4. All questions are correct and no q!Jeries will be entertained during the examination. 
5. All those teams who have not paid theirregistration fee must submit it to the invigilators before 

signing the attendance booklet. 
6. No additional sheets will be provided for rough work. 
7. Blank papers, clipboards, log tables, slide rulers, calculators, cellular phones, pagers and any other 

electronic gadgets are NOT allowed. · 
8. This question paper contains 20 pages and 26.questions. 
9. The medium for answering this Paper is Englfsh. Answers in any other language will not,be accepted. 
10. The maximum marks for this paper is 1S1. · 
DISCLAIMER: In any case of any discrepancy, the decision of the Organizers will be deemed final and 
· no further correspondence will be entertained. 

Ma_rking Scheme 

The following marking schemes will be used for evaluating various questions throughout the paper: 
1. PLAIN MARKING SCWEME 

This is the standard marking scheme for a section! In the Plain Marking scheme, the total marks you 
score in a section is a multiple of the number of correct answers you gave in that section. 

2. GEOMETRIC MARKING SCHEME 
This scheme guarantees bonus marks for mor.e correct answers! In the Geometric Marking scheme, 
the total marks you score in a section irkreases exponentially with every correct answer you provide! 

3. FIBONACCI MARKING SCHEME 
The Fibonacci Marking scheme rewards consistency in answering questions of a section correctly! 
If 'n' is the number of qu~stions you answered correctly in the section, then your score would be, 
a multiple of the 'n+ l'th term in the Fibonacci Sequence defined by 1,1 ,2,3,5,8,13 ... 

4. EULER MARKING SCHEME (F+V-E=2) 
As the marking scheme for the (Fun bit) section, the Euler scheme packs many surprises! You have 
·to clearly plan the number of questions in this section that you must answer- because, there are 
bonus marks for answering a certain number of questions! Answering more questions might get 
you a lower score!! 

' 
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fhis marking scheme is based on Euler's equation, 
F-E+V =2 
but with a twist! The E,V and F used above have adferent meanings, as defined below: 
E: The number of questions you ~orrectJy answer in the section 
V: The number of VOWELS in the English spelling ot•(E+8)"! 
and F =One-third of the marks you will be awarded in that section! 

Maybe, that was confusing. We can understand better with the help of an example, Supposing, you 
answered 8 (EIGHT} questions in that section. Then, 
E=8 
v .= No. of vowels in "{8+8}" = number of vowels in "16" 
= No. of vowels in "SIXTEEN" = 3' {J,E and E) 

Then, 
F-8+3 = 2 
Hence, F = 2 + 8 - 3 = 7 
Since F = One-third of the marks you will be awarded in that section = 7, ... 
the marks you will be awarded in that sect ion = 3x7 ~ 21 . 
Hence, if you answer 8 questions correctly in the section, according to the Euler scheme, you will 
score 21 marks in that section! 

r 

5. MOMENTUM MARKING SCHEME 
In the Momentum marking scheme, a base score of 2 is awarded for a correct answer. 
For each correct answer in succession, you will be awarded '1 +(the no. of marks awarded for the 
previous correct answer)'. However, if you break the momentum {by not answering a question, or 
answering it wrongly), the score awarded to a correct answer resets to 2 (the base score)! 

10 darify this scheme, consider this example: 
Wyou correctly answered the first question, you score 2 marks for it. Also, if you correctly answered 
the 2nd and 3rd questions, you score 3 and 4 marks, respectively, for the question. Supposing you 
did not answer the 4th question {or answered it wrongly)- so, you won't be awarded any marks for 
it. After that, if you answered the 5th question correctly, you will score 2 marks for it, and so on. 

• No marks will be awarded for a section with no questions correctly answered. 
• There is NO negative marking for any sect.ion. 

Techniche 
TMAMllol~rostlln!l 
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Silper·Mario 64 
~.~..~~J-,fi~ (Geometric Marking Scheme- 2*3N 

N is the no of correct answers.) 

Once again, Mario is on a quest to save Princess Peach! 
Mario enters Peach's castle and finds himself in a room with four doors to choose from. This room is 
the first ih a sequence of 'n' distinct rooms. In ea,ch room, only one door correctly leads to the next 
room in the sequence {or for the last room, into BOWSER'S·fevel)- whereas. the other three doors· lead 

~ . . . . . . . 
back to the first room. ffut;.there is a catch! Bowser has pla!'lt~ 'Amne~ia :.ppwe~~o m~e 
Mari9's J:e5c~~rder!jLMario sel~s a wro!}~_r he J~rg~·au his choices ~cept for thQse_g.f.!!le 
last correct roo'!l ~he9 in .tl5e Se'Qug_~ Now, assuming that there a~ 4 ro!>ms~oose 
from~<tez~trance to eachroo~~~d that-Mario is rational, answer the f~llowing questim'iS-

i. ·If n =:._2, what is the maximum·number of doors that Mario would have to pass through before he 
~ . .. ~ , . ., ~ 

reaches Bowser's level (not co·unting Mario's initial entrance to the first room)? -

(A) 23 

(9 20 
(B). 28 
(D) 25 • 

2. If n = 6, what is the maximum number of doors that Mario would have to pass through before he 
reaches Bowser's level (not counting Mario's initial entrance to the first room)? 

(A) 5469 (B) 5460 
(C) 5451 (D) 546~· 

4 
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0 ' 

1\uestioning nuestions 
• - • (Geometric: Marking :Scheme - 3*2N 

.!' 0 

• • N is the no of cor::re~t answers.} 

When we refer to ~he correct a~wer to Question X" it is the a·ctual answer, not the·letter, to which 
we refer. When we refer to "the le~_r ef the correct answer to q~estibn X'7itis the letter contained in 
pa_renthesi~ that _p!~~~ds the ~-~s~tto-wh~~ \llerefer. ~ou·~~ 'given the'f~IJowing condition : 
No· two correq~~Q questtori'~"On thetet m~ve the same letter. 

~ ~-- 'a\~1>'~(-0 ,. . ' 0 

JF• ~ o~~~~ 0 • ;'· '· • ! , 
:'.1. If a fo~~stton w~':ad~~~o:t~~~est~ ~il4~-I~~~~~Qf its correct answer 

wer-e (()~'~'hen- "-~ 0 ..,_.,l"<t .:;1J : 0~-.~ 
0 

• 

. \ til.'~ ;;. '-, 6:·:!'>·''"' .,..;-0 " 
(A) Thif~ would. ·~ no~· . .., ~ .. ~.Jif~d~t!fi~-~of an_swer · 
(B) Tfi~~t woul~ ·tt-~~;:,~ne logically pos~i~e-!l!t of a_nswer ~~ , 
{C)- Th,lif~~twoufd ~:.. · e.than one logJocaDy~toble set a_~~,; ers. 
(D) 1\lfs ~~twould ha . ?

0 

~an ·one logtcatfy~tble sew _swers~ . \; • ' . 
. .-::.»· ~' . - ~ 

.•. . . ,r)t ·~ 

2. If the ans~ to Question 2 were "l~tter (Dl" and Rlu .. . ~re not on this · 
multiple choice test (still keepmg Questions l.aaltl~~tn~-test), t ... ~the letter of 
the answer to Question.3 would be:~ · 

iA) letter (B) (S) letter (t) 
(C) Letter {D) (D) Letter (A) 

5 
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4 8 
8 9 
5 6 

5 4 
4 5 

7 5 4 
7 2 7 
7 I B 

4 

8 5 
0 7 4 4 
0 5 5 8 

I 8 5 2 
4 4 

4 0 2 

5 7 2 5 
4 2 4 
6 5 5 
8 4 5 

4 
8 
5 
5 
6 
2 
0 

8 5 4 
7 4 5 8 
5 5 4 5 
I 8 5 7 5 
4 6 4 6 

3 2 6 
7 2 6 
2 5 
5 4 . 5 
4 5 

4 
5 
4 
5 
I 
I 
·L 

. 
l 
3 
6 

(Fibonacd Marting Scheme- 4*fibonacci(N+ 1) 
N is the no of correct .... answeJs.) . 

1. Sudeep was travelling in train one night. It was late, but he was not sleepy. A;maths 
professor was sitting opposite him, and they had been chatting for a while. Few 
minutes back, ~he professor had questioned, uThereare three men. 
Can you tell me their ages if I tell you that they are together as old as you are, and 
that the product of their. ages is 2450?': After thinking hard for some 'ime, Su~eep 
had replied, "No, it is not possible:• The professor replied, "of course it isn't. I know. 
But let me tell you, if I tell you that I am yoi.mger)harrthe-oldest of the men,· you 
shall be able-to find out their ages as well as mine.• -......... ~ - c, 

What is th,e profe.ssors age ? .. 

2. The numbers 11£, 1 ~1,1* 1,~~4(3,\3lS)and 3_tLare among the rows, columns and 
diagonals of a'S X 3 sqvare grid of digits (rows and diagonals read left-to-right and 
columns read top-to-bottom). What 3-digit number completes the list ? 

3. ·A positive integer n is called "FLIPPANT' if n does not end in.O (when written 
in decimal notation) and, moreover, n and the number obtained by reversing the 
digits of n are both divisible by 7. How many FLIPPANT integers are there between 
10 a 1000? 

reenivas decides to buy a nice horse. He pays 'f600 forlfand he is very content with 
this strong animal. After a year, the value of the horse has increased to ~700 and he 
decides to sell the horse. But, already a few days later he regrets hi.s..-deci~jon to sell ~ 
the beautiful horse,~nd he buys it again. U~fortunately~he has to pay ~800 to get it I · ,. 
back, so~ h_e loses ~1p0. After another year of owning the horse, he finally decides to G) 
sell the .. horse for ~900. What is the overatl.profit or lose Sreenivas makes ? 

' ' -
5. Arko has many boxes of ~erent sizes. )he boxes are occup)'irtg too · 

much space of his roqm and he~~ them all up neatly. He has 12 boxes 
~· ln_some of.tQ.ese 12 box~ he keeps 8 boxes EACH, of the 

second largest size, and leaves the rest .empty.ln some of these boxes of sec-ond 
largest size, Q.g .keeps 8 boxes EACH, of the ~and leaves the rest 
e·mpty ... and so on untill he placeSB boxes each. of the smallest size in some boxes 
of the second smallest·sf~te-aving-the rest e(ji ty. Clearly, all boxes of smdileft ~-~ 
size ar emp y. n .t e end, he calculates that he has 29J emg;'&boxes. \ 
How many bo~es does Arko have? ? -

~,-.. 
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••• •• •• •• • 
. (Plain Marking Scheme - 8*N 
.N is the no of correct answers) 

flari-wantsto buy a dre~er pivlllllight widt A11v.ay. But-she has an aFROl;Jnt of. 
~So, sl te deddes to poek@t £orne money by aossiog this ~rid. But sf •~ l't8s to. 

Joltew.ce•tail•.•ales. E•~eF)'tim~=s~~!~d~ ~wh~.b.ox fetch~s h~r ~7S_E,~hil~ . 
black box adds ~-450 and grey reduces ~300fren• the .wtal. 31ie has to cross thts tn 
7 steps with one ste · at .:. · n, S _ · an n first-column .arid 
eAd on any TO'N in the last Colan 1n. t lelp ~afi fetd:l a df855 WOFtkl ~ . 

Her sister Urwashi marks.circles for fun in some box~J:.anding on'the cirded bexes further 
me~ns mat ~eeg w1.!_h the rolorimpUcation there, a·n amou~~ 
number gets added ih~e column is odd and ·gets subtracted if tfJe-column number is 

: . . --
even. _ _ 
(Write the location of the boxes you land, in 1Re proper or~er of movements as you_r 
answer.) 

1 2 3 4 5 .6 T 

A 

8 

c 

0 

E 

F 

G 

3 3 ~ 0 " 
"'-

. Technic.~~ 
.,._,:..-,_2011 ~ 7 

'f G't¢ 
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(Euler Marking Schemt 

. ~ming Oeepanshu is leaving on buSiness tnp~ finds he left some paperwork at 
his office. He runs into his office to get it and· the night watchman stops him and 
says, .,Sir, don't g~t..on tbeJane : thad ·a dream~ night that the plane crashes _ 
and everyone dies!'~ Deepanshu tC}kes his word and cancels his trip. Sure 
enough the plane crashes.and everyone dies. The next morning Oeepanshu 
gives the watch man a ~ 1,000 reward ·for saving his life and then fires him. 
Why did he fire the watchman who saved his life 1 

2. ~aus g2:6. :i!$ always 15 to 20, i!i_ always ~but it's never 21, unless it's flying. 
' What is this. -.... "'If ~ ' ' 

\ r 

~mputer program is a function that takes in 4 bits fur i nput, where each brt is 
either 0 or 1, and the outputs TRUE or FALSE. How many computer programs are 
thef 

. Red, Mr. Blue ere having tea together. One of them 
wa~ wearing a red sweater, anoth was wearing a blue one and the third man was
weariflg a green sweater. Tb.e man with the blue sweater says- •How strange it is 
thStt none of ' I$ is wearing a sweater of the s~me colour as oatr name." 
Mr Red replies, "Yes. That's ceJtainly uue!" 
WhO 1 eanng what coloured sweater? 

• AC!,)CJ wheel with 8 tee·,h is-coupled with a cQg Ulh~ af24 teetti whkh ~fixed. How 
many rotati~ns will t_he small cog wheel ha~.e made it tildes ager one once? 

/ - . (8) 3.5 
(C) 4 (D) 2 

.. 
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~~to the computer centre to registe<forTechnothlon but could not log in to 
the compute r te rminal successfufly:-Her ~ssw_ord didn't work ~9 twice_,_ 
She suddenly remembered that the passwords are reset every ~ ,_ 
security purposes. So she called the technician and said, 

Aayushi: "Hello s!r, can you help me? I cannot login to the computer terminaL
My password wa~~Jiid,JJ_ _ 

Technician: "Yes, that's right. The password has changed and is 2j,ffereotl am sure, 
you can figure out the n·ew one. Your n ew password has two letters -more than your old 
password and only three of the letters are the same~ r:. ~ 

~ Aayushi: "±h'\Ql<s sir." 
\. -"" 

With that Aayushi could correctly login tq the terminal without any trouble. Can you tell what 
her pass rds were (both old and new)? 

1 is odd little puzzle occurred the ot her day at an archery meeting. Rishikesh, who carried 
off the fu:st prize scored exactly one hundred points. can you figure out how many arrows he 
must have used to accomplish the feat? '-

() 
·~ 
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(Momentum Marking Scht. 

• • • • • • • 

A ~ F tfij/-f A 'B ~ ..-- ,~ -

·0 o·o. ·O·OOOtD -D 
• • 

I 
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(Hint - Including space) 

. 
(Hint: techniche speaks) 
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(Geometric Marking Scheme - 3*~ 
N is the no of correct answers.) 

Ba~tle sh ·ps · 
Welcome on board, Captain! . . 
A Battleships puzzle represerits1~n. o.cean with a hidden fleet of ships. The objective is to discover 
where all ships ~re located! 

These ships may be oriented horizontally or vertically within the grid such that: 
1. No ship touches another, not even diagonally. 
2. The numbers on the right and on the bottom of the grid show how many squares if:l the 

corresponding row and column are occupied by ship segments. · 

Example 

Solve: 

baUI.,.,.p ... 

C.ui-··---0Hf<OW•••••• 

S051- 21 ·2 

2 

I 
I 

"'-, 
___:___) 

12 

Solution 

)( X.... X ,< X . X :>.. X X 1 

••• x x• x••• 1 
XXXX X. XXXX 1 
••xxx • x · xe • 
<x x e x x x x x x 1 

xx)( x..<xxxxx o 
X X x a -·/1. X x·x·x· X 1 

X X XW X X X X £X 1 

XXXXXXX . XX 1 
3 2 1 3 0 4 0 3 1 3 
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Skyscrapers! 
Imagine yourself to be in a city of towering skyscrapers. . 
Suppose that you want to f1nd out the_ arrangement of.skyscrapers if! a part of the city. This part of ' 
the-city is represented by a grid such as the one shown below: 

. . 
To determine the arrangement, you must follow these rules: 
1. Every square contains a skyscraper {of height 1, 2, 3 or 4). 
2. Complete th~ grid such that every row and every column ccmtains th~ numbers l, 2,: 3-and~ 
3.ln a row (or column}, no repeating skyscraper number otcurs. 
4: The nwnbers around the grid tell you how many skyscrapers you can see from that point along 

up/down« left/right directions. . 
5. Y,QU can't see a shorter skyscraper behind a taller one. 

What are the numbers around the edges? 
gine standing around the edge; these numbers tell you how many skyscrapers you can s~e. 

(You might be able to see any number from 1 up to • . ) 
5 

Technic he 
---~gem•nt111stlval r ,. 5epl-embof 20•1 

Solve: 

1 

3 

IJliiPll 

1 1 

0 2J 

0- '0 

0 0 
3 

13 
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TI 2 

0 1 

0 2 

2 
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--· - -:: ..... _ ..... -::-:. --···-...._- --= :::: .. :: ... .:-= == 
Let us now explore a wild archipelago. 
A Hashi puzzle is based on a recbngular arrangement of islands (which are ea~h denoted be a circle, 
The number in each island tells how ma~y bridges are connected to it. Your. objective in this puzzle 
is to connect all islands according to the number of bridges! 

However, you must ensure that 
1. There· are no more than two bridges connecting two islands, and 
2. There is a continuous path connecting all islands together. 
3. Bridges can only be vertical or horizontal a·nd are not allowed to cross islands or other bridges. 

EXAM-PLE 

® 

® 
® 

®® 
@ 

® 

Solve: 

Tech niche 
The Annual Techno·Monag•men1 F•s11val 

1n. 4'" Sf.ptembtr 2011 

® 

® 

SOLUTION 

>-------<2 
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A word from the OrganisersafTechnothlon 2011 . 

The question paper 

As our team sat together to prepare the question paJH JOU attempted during the course of · 
the last two hours, a few thoughts often crossed our -

Well, we contemplated long and hard on this, and the an51LM!I ~came up with was: 

The .paper has been designed such that you've got to be a.esome to solve all of the questions within 
the stipulated time. We ·stressed on this fact. during our Meeti11gs. Our intention was to select 
the best and the brightest minds from across the countJy ........ a paper that would uniformly 
inspire all youRgs minds that wrote it. · 

The preliminary round ofTechnothlon 2011, in our opinion, comes dose to testing the mental prowess 
that a student requires to become a world leader. Most defillitefy, it Is wonderful to clear the preliminary 
round. However- don't be disheartened if you don't manage to dear it! 

"Success is not final, and failure is notfatal.lt's the courage to continue that counts.~ as Winston Churchill 
famously put it. We hope that you will positively take up the challenge of returning here next year and 
attempt to clear what is arguably, one o_f the most competitive examinations comiucted foi school 
students in India. 

On a side note, you might have noticed that the question paper was peppered with names of various 
people. We would like to point out that these are the names of members ofTeam Technothlon who 
were involved with the preparation of the Question paper. They've spent long hours in building from 
scratch a question paper that students aJJ eV-er th~·nation could solve, and as you might probably 
agree, they have done a pretty goOd job! We really do hope that you had as good a time solving the 
questions as we did while preparing them! 

Indian· Institute of Technology Guwahati 

Presenting the body that brought Technothlon 2011 to you - liT Guwahati! Established in 1994 as . 
the sixth member of the liT Fraternity, IIT.Guwahati is one of the premier institutions for engineering, 
science and technology in the country. liT Guwahati functions completely in a state-of-the-art and 
generously endowed campus both in .infrastructure and natural beauty. Spread across 700 acres ~ith 

the majestic Brahmaputra on one side, and hillocks and !akes on the other, this campus with its natural 
beauty provides an ideal setting for learning and innovation. We, as IITians, strive fpr excellence in all 
walks of life. Because, excellence and innovation are two words that aptly define the 300Q-odd 
students who live on this campus. 

16 
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Tech niche 

Techniche is the annual techno-management festival of liT Guwahati. Every year, the IIT-G student 
community organises Tedlniche which draws an immense participation from around the .world. 
Tech niche i5 conducted with a vision to.foster the spirit .of sCience and technqlo.gy among:tne yout.h;of 
India and has·successfulymmpfeted 11 editions. Eminent personalities, Nobei iaureates;.and world . 
leaders have graced the stage during Techniche in rts past editions. With 'Celebrating Innovation' as the 
tag line for the wming-up 2011 edition ofTechniche, you just know that the techno-management 
extravaganza is going to get much bigger. Technothlon- The International School Championship is the 
module ofTechnichedevoted exclusively to. school students across India! 

An open' invitation for a lifelong association with Technoth/on 

Before you feel like you have reached the end of a sensation, we should remind you that this is merely 
the beginning! The Technothlon community has been growing at a phenomenal rate, and we invite YOU, 
the future leaders of the country, to be a part of it. Regardless of whether you make it through to the . 
final round or not, we cherish the opportunity to interact with every one· of you. Facebook,Twltter, 
Wordpress and Flicker are our means of reaching out to the student community - Be connected, stay 
upd~ed! · 

We are eager to help through counseling of any kind required in any sphere by utiHzing the experienced 
pool of IITians and highly qualified faculty of liT Guwahati. And finally, we would be ·glad to receive any 
constructive feedback about the question-paper or' any· general issue that vou wottlrl likj;) tn r~; .. ,. .... ~ .. ...: .. h 

us. After a II, your feedhaci< is w h::tt T .:>~i'ln*J.-4- ~hr:~J vi. (VI !I norovPm"" ,, ·> 

Shreyas H. Nangalia 
Siddhartha Nambiar 

Contact us at · 

www.techniche.org/technothlon/ 

Follow us on 

Face book 
Technothlon'11 

~ - . 

Anand Kuikarni 
AshwinTK 

Samir Noorani 
K Pavan Chandra 

WW'VV.t{e~hniche ... org/technothlonicommunity/ 

Twitter 
@technothlon 11 

17 
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techniche@iitg.ernet.in 
www.techniche.org 
www.technicheonline.com 

ROBOTICS 
MANAGEMENT 
PREDEFINED 
SPINTHEWEB 
MARATHON 
JUN ARDWARZ 

Students Apply For : 

TechRep Program 
www. te chn iche .org/techn i che 11/techreps. html 
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Convener 
Ankit Khemka 
9706 63 69 01 
9954 33 02 83 
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